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 The film stars Shailene Woodley, Ansel Elgort, Nat Wolff, Miles Teller, Laura Dern, and Noah Centineo, and focuses on two
cancer patients, Hazel Grace Lancaster and Augustus Waters, who fall in love with each other while struggling with their
terminal illnesses. The film is the third adaptation of a John Green novel and the first of three films that will be based on

Green's The Fault in Our Stars series. The film premiered in the United States on May 10, 2014, by Summit Entertainment. The
film was released in China on May 11, 2014. The Fault in Our Stars has received positive reviews from critics, with praise for

Woodley's performance, screenplay, soundtrack, and direction. As of January 2015, the film has grossed $182.1 million
worldwide against its $6.7 million budget, becoming the second highest-grossing film of 2014 and one of the highest-grossing

independent films of all time. The film received a Golden Globe Award nomination for Best Original Song, as well as a
nomination for Best Actress in a Motion Picture – Musical or Comedy for Woodley. Plot Hazel Grace Lancaster and Augustus
Waters meet each other on a bus in Washington, D.C. While on the bus, Hazel struggles with terminal cancer. The bus driver
offers her a deal: If she gives him five dollars, he will let her sit by the front window so she can see the world as it goes by.

Hazel is hesitant at first, but accepts when she notices that she is feeling better when the driver stops in front of various
landmarks. They arrive at the cafeteria where she and Augustus sit, talking about everything and nothing. While at the cafeteria,
Hazel has been sitting alone as she grows weaker. As a result of her getting sunburnt while camping and eating the wrong food,

she comes down with sepsis, which causes her liver and kidneys to fail. She is in a coma, but wakes up after a few days. Hazel is
concerned that she has not heard from Augustus since she started the treatment, and begins to wonder whether he is even still

alive. When her medical team informs her that she has only weeks left to live, Hazel begins to live her life with the goal of
spending as much time as possible with Augustus. After Augustus learns that she is dying, he quickly moves to Washington and
begins visiting her every night. Despite the rules of his strict military family, Augustus and Hazel's relationship quickly becomes

romantic, but Augustus 82157476af
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